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A limiting case of a dynamical stripe state which is of potential significance to cuprate supercon-
ductors is considered: a gas of elastic quantum strings in 2+1 dimensions, interacting merely via a
hard-core condition. It is demonstrated that this gas solidifies always, by a mechanism which is the
quantum analogue of the entropic interactions known from soft condensed matter physics.
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The analysis of systems of quantum particles has been
traditionally the focus point of quantum many body the-
ory. On the other hand, much less is known about sys-
tems composed of extended objects. Here I will analyze
one of the simplests examples of such a system: a gas
of quantum strings with finite line tension, embedded in
2+1 dimensional space-time. A motivation to study this
problem is found in the context of the cuprate stripes [1].
It is popular to view these stripes as preformed line-like
textures which can either order in a regular pattern, or
stay in a disordered state due to strong quantum fluctua-
tions. The question arises whether it is possible to quan-
tum melt a system of completely intact, infinitely long
stripes. Even in this limit the stripes themselves can still
execute quantum meandering motions and a consensus
has been growing that a single stripe is like a quantum
string with finite line-tension [2–6]. I define the ideal
string gas as the low density limit where the width of
the strings can be neglected, while the strings only in-
teract via the requirement that they cannot intersect [7].
This is obviously the limit where quantum kinetic en-
ergy is most important. I will show that in 2+1 dimen-
sions even in this limit this string system turns into a
solid at zero temperature. This solidification is driven by
the quantum-mechanical analogue of the entropic inter-
actions known from statistical mechanics. In a system
with steric interactions between its constituents, entropy
is paid at collisions in the classical system and kinetic
energy in the quantum system. This causes an effective
repulsion and these ‘quantum entropic’ interactions dom-
inate to such an extent in the string gas that they cause
it to solidify always.
In the path-integral representation, a quantum-
mechanical problem of interacting particles becomes
equivalent to a statistical physics problem of interacting
elastic lines (‘worldlines’). Likewise, the quantum string
gas becomes equivalent to the statistical physics problem
of a stack of elastic membranes (‘worldsheets’) which do
not interact except for the requirement that the mem-
branes do not intersect. A seminal contribution in the
study of entropic interactions in classical systems com-
posed of extended entities is the analysis by Helfrich [10]
of a system of extrinsic curvature membranes in 3D, in-
teracting only via an excluded volume constraint. I will
illustrate this method in the quantum context by analyz-
ing the hard-core bose gas in 1+1D, which is closely re-
lated to Helfrich’s extrinsic curvature membranes in 3D.
The string gas will turn out to be a straightforward, but
non-trivial extension of the bose gas: different from the
latter, the quantum entropic interactions of the string
gas are driven by long wavelength fluctuations.
To acquire some insights in the Helfrich method in
the context of quantum mechanics, consider the famil-
iar problem of hard-core (but otherwise non-interacting)
bosons in 1+1D. This is solved by mapping onto a non-
interacting spinless-fermion gas. Although mathemati-
cally trivial, this problem does exhibit the conceptual
ambiguity associated with Luttinger liquids [11]. On the
one hand, it is clearly a gas of particles characterized
by a kinetic scale EF , while at the same time the long
wavelength density-density correlator exhibits the alge-
braic decay characteristic for a harmonic crystal in 1+1D:
< n(x)n(0) >∼ cos(2kFx)/x2. The concept of entropic
interaction offers a simple explanation.
The hard-core bose gas at zero temperature corre-
sponds with the statistical physics problem of a gas
of non-intersecting elastic lines embedded in 2D space-
time [8], which are directed along the time direction.
The space-like displacement of the i-th worldline is
parametrized in terms of a field φi(τ) (τ is imaginary
time) and the partition function is,
Z = ΠNi=1Πτ
∫
dφi(τ)e
−
S
h¯ ,
S =
∫
dτ
∑
i
M
2
(∂τφi)
2, (1)
supplemented by the avoidance condition,
φ1 < φ2 < ... < φN . (2)
The hard-core condition Eq.(2) renders this to be a highly
non-trivial problem. Helfrich considered the related clas-
sical problem of a stack of linearized and directed ex-
trinsic curvature membranes embedded in 3D space. Al-
though this is a higher dimensional problem, the ac-
tion depends on double derivatives instead of the single
1
derivatives in Eq. (1), (∂µφ)
2 → (∂2µφ)2, and it follows
from powercounting that this problem is equivalent to the
hard-core bose gas in the present context. In order to de-
termine the ‘entropic’ elastic modulus at long wavelength
Helfrich introduced the following construction. Assume
that the long wavelength modulus B0 is finite. For the
bose gas this implies that the long wavelength action is
that of a 1+1D harmonic solid,
Seff =
1
2
∫
dτ
∫
dx
[
ρ(∂τψ)
2 +B0(∂xψ)
2
]
, (3)
where ψ(x, τ) is a coarse grained long-wavelength dis-
placement field, ρ = M/d the mass density, and d the
average interwordline distance (n = 1/d is the density).
Obviously, for finite B0 fluctuations are suppressed rela-
tive to the case that B0 vanishes and this cost of kinetic
energy in the quantum problem (entropy in the classical
problem) raises the free-energy. Define this ‘free-energy
of membrane joining’ as
∆F (B0) = F (B0)− F (B0 = 0), (4)
At the same time, by general principle it has to be that
the ‘true’ long wavelength modulus B in the x direction
should satisfy (V is the volume),
B = d2
∂2(∆F (B0)/V )
∂d2
. (5)
In case of the steric interactions, the only source of long
wavelength rigidity in the space direction is the fluctua-
tion contribution to ∆F . This means that B0 = B and
B can be self-consistently determined from the differen-
tial equation, Eq. (5). In fact, the only ambiguity in
this procedure is the choice for the short distance cut-off
for the fluctuations in the x direction, which is expected
to be proportional to the distance between the world-
lines, xmin = ηd. The shortcoming of the method is that
mode-couplings are completely neglected and this is not
quite correct since the outcomes do depend crucially on
short wavelength fluctuations. However, it appears [12]
that these effects can be absorbed in the non-universal
‘fudge-factor’ η, giving rise to changes in numerical pref-
actors without affecting the dependence of B on the di-
mensionful quantities in the problem.
The free energy difference for the bose gas, Eq. (4), is
easily computed from the Gaussian action Eq. (3) and
expanding up to leading order in λ = (
√
Bτ0)/(
√
ρd) (τ0
is the cut-off time), becoming small in the low density
limit,
∆F
V
=
pih¯
4η2
√
B
M
1
d3/2
+O(λ2). (6)
Inserting Eq. (6) on the r.h.s. of the self-consistency
equation Eq. (5) and solving the differential equation up
to leading order in λ yields,
B =
9pi2
η4
h¯2
Md3
. (7)
It is easily checked that this corresponds with the elas-
ticity modulus appearing in the bosonized action of the
hard-core boson problem, taking η =
√
6. Hence, the
space-like rigidity of the bose gas at long wavelength can
be understood as a consequence of entropic interactions
living in Euclidean space-time.
(b)
d
(a)
FIG. 1. A typical space-like configuration in the directed
string gas (a), including a collision of the type driving the
‘quantum-entropic’ interactions. In the string gas disloca-
tions (b) do not proliferate, and it is therefore equivalent to
the directed gas.
Let us now turn to the string-gas problem. In fact, the
string gas in 2+1D is related to the hard-core bose gas in
1+1D: the latter can be viewed as the compactified ver-
sion of the former. Imagine that the hard-core bose gas
lives actually in 2+1D where the additional dimension y
is rolled up to a cylinder with a compactification radius
Ry of order of the lattice constant a, while the bosons are
spread out in elastic strings wrapped around the y-axis.
Let Ry go to infinite. This has the effect that the embed-
ding space becomes 2 + 1 dimensional, while the boson
wordlines spread out in string worldsheets. This ‘directed
string-gas’ is not yet the one of interest, since the world-
sheets are not only directed along the imaginary time
directions (as required by quantum mechanics) but also
in the x− y plane (Fig. 1a). The difficulty is that in the
string gas dislocations can occur (Fig. 1b), and if these
proliferate they will destroy the generic long range order
of the directed string gas. However, two objections can
be raised against a dislocation mediated quantum melt-
ing. The first objection involves a further specification:
already a single string tends to acquire spontaneously a
direction, if it is regularized on a lattice (like the stripes).
As pointed out by Eskes et. al. [2], the reason is that
‘overhangs’ like in Fig. 1b are events where transver-
sal fluctuations are surpressed, relative to those around
directed configurations. The second argument is more
general. It is a classic result [13,7] that at any finite tem-
perature dislocations proliferate in the string gas. How-
ever, in the presence of a finite range interaction of any
strength the Kosterlitz-Thouless transition will occur at
a finite temperature. Hence, by letting this interaction to
2
become arbitrary weak a T = 0 transition can be always
circumvented.
When dislocations can be excluded the directed string
gas remains and this is just the decompactified Bose gas.
In Euclidean space-time it corresponds with a sequen-
tially ordered stack of elastic membranes. Orienting the
worldsheets in the y, τ planes, the action becomes in
terms of the dispacement fields φi(y, τ) describing the
motion of the strings in the x direction,
Z = ΠNi=1Πy,τ
∫
dφi(y, τ)e
−
~S
h¯ ,
S =
∫
dτdy
∑
i
[
ρc
2
(∂τφi)
2 +
Σc
2
(∂yφi)
2
]
, (8)
again supplemented by the avoidance condition Eq. (2).
In Eq. (8), ρc is the mass density and Σc the string
tension, such that c =
√
Σc/ρc is the velocity. In the
remainder I choose a lattice regularization with lattice
constant a, such that the average string-string distance
is d = a/n (n is the density), and UV momenta and fre-
quency cut-offs on a single string q0 = pi/a and ω0 = cq0,
respectively.
Turning to the Helfrich method, the effective long
wave-length action is written as,
Seff =
1
2
∫
dτdxdy
[
ρ(∂τψ)
2 +B(∂xψ)
2 +Σ(∂yψ)
2
]
,
(9)
with ψ(x, y, τ) as the coarse grained long-wavelength dis-
placement field, while Σ = Σc/d, ρ = ρc/d and B has to
be determined. From the action Eq. (9) it follows that
the free energy difference Eq. (4) is,
∆F
V
= − h¯c
8pi2
∫ q0
0
dq2
∫ pi/(ηd)
0
dqx ln
[
Σq2
Σq2 +Bq2x
]
. (10)
This integral is easily solved analytically and expanding
in the small parameter λ = (
√
Ba)/(
√
Σηd),
∆F
V
=
pih¯c
24η3Σc
(
B
d2
)(
5
3
+ ln
[
η2Σc
a2
d
B
]
) +O(λ4). (11)
The free-energy difference is proportional to B/d2 except
for a logarithmic ‘correction’ ∼ (B/d2) ln(d/B). Since B
tends to zero in the low density limit, it is actually this
logarithmic ‘correction’ which determines the low density
asymptote of the differential equation which is obtained
after substition of Eq.(11) in the self-consistency condi-
tion Eq. (5). The physical meaning of this logarithm will
be discussed later.
The differential equation determining the fluctuation
induced modulus B becomes,
f(d) = −C0 ∂
2
∂d2
[
f(d) ln(C1df(d)) +
5
3
]
, (12)
where f(d) = B/d2 and C0 = (pih¯c)/(24η
3Σc), C1 =
a2/(η2Σc). Eq.(12) can be simplified using the Ansatz
f(d) = exp[−Φ(d)]. It is easy to see that for large d
the second derivative terms ∼ ∂2dΦ can be neglected rel-
atively to the first derivative terms (‘quasiclassical ap-
proximation’). Neglecting the other terms which do not
contribute in the low density asymptote (including the
one derived from the ‘5/3’ term in Eq. (12)) Φ obeys
asymptotically the simple differential equation,
(Φ− 2)(∂Φ
∂d
)2 =
1
C0
, (13)
and it follows that Φ(d) ∼ d2/3. The full expression for
the induced modulus is up to leading order in the density,
B = Ad2e
−η( 54π )
1/3 1
µ1/3 , (14)
where A is an integration constant and µ is the ‘coupling
constant’ for the string-gas,
µ =
h¯
ρcd2
. (15)
Eq.’s (14,15) represent my central result.
What is the significance of this result? Most impor-
tantly, it demonstrates that in parallel with the hard-
core bose gas (and Helfrich’s membranes), the string gas
is characterized by a fluctuation induced elastic modulus
at long wavelength which will be small but finite even at
low density. This modulus B appears in the action Eq.
(9) which describes an elastic manifold covering 2+1D
space-time. Eq. (14) describes the counter-intuitive fact
that upon increasing the kinetic energy of a single string,
the rigidity of this medium is actually increasing. The
parameter µ is the dimensionless quantity measuring the
importance of quantum fluctuations [9]. In order to pro-
hibit diverging fluctuations on the lattice scale, µ should
be less than one, while the classical limit is approached
when µ→ 0. According to Eq. (14), B depends on µ in a
stretched exponential form, such that B increases when µ
is increasing. Since quantum dislocation melting is pro-
hibited, the string gas is always a solid, and this solid
becomes more rigid when the microscopic quantum fluc-
tuations become more important. This might appear as
less surprising when the (directed) string gas is viewed as
a decompactified bose gas. On the one hand, the larger
internal dimensionality of the worldsheets as compared
to the worldlines weakens the ‘quantum-entropic’ inter-
actions, but the enlarged overall dimensionality causes
the algebraic long range order of the 1+1D bose gas to
become the true long range order of the 2+1D string gas.
The mechanism behind the ‘quantum entropic’ inter-
action is actually different from the one in the bose gas.
In the bose gas it builds up at short-wavelengths, while
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in the string gas it is driven by the long-wavelength fluc-
tuations living on the strings. An alternative, more in-
tuitive understanding is available for the Bose-gas result,
Eq. (7). This is based on the simple notion that ev-
ery time membranes/worldlines collide an amount of en-
tropy ∼ kB is paid because the membranes cannot in-
tersect [10,14,8]. Hence, these collisions raise the free
energy of the system and this characteristic free energy
cost ∆Fcoll ∼ kbTncoll.. The density of collisions ncol
is easily calculated: for the worldlines, the mean-square
transversal displacement as function of (time-like) ar-
clength increases like 〈(φ(τ) − φ(0))2〉 = (h¯/M)τ . The
characteristic time τc it takes for one collision to occur
is obtained by imposing that this quantity becomes of
order d2 and a characteristic collision energy scale is ob-
tained EF ∼ h¯/τc ∼ (h¯2/M)n2. EF is of course the
Fermi-energy: it is the scale separating a regime where
worldlines are effectively isolated (E > EF , free parti-
cles) form one dominated by the collisions (E < EF , Lut-
tinger liquid). The induced modulus follows from naive
coarse graining: EF is the characteristic energy assso-
ciated with density change, while d is the characteristic
length. Therefore, B ∼ EF /d, reproducing the result Eq.
(7), within a prefactor of order unity.
For the string gas this procedure yields a sim-
ple exponential- instead of the stretched exponential
Eq. (14). The mean-square transversal displacement
now depends logarithmically of the worldsheet area A:
〈(∆φ(A))2〉 = h¯/(ρc) ln(A). Demanding this to be equal
to d2, the degeneracy scale follows immediately. The
characteristic worldsheet area Ac for which on average
one collision occurs is given by h¯/(ρc) ln(Ac) ≃ d2 where
Ac = c
2τ2c /a
2 in terms of the collision time τc. It fol-
lows that τc ≃ (a/c)e1/2µ and the ‘Fermi energy’ of the
string gas is of order EstrF = h¯/τc ≃ (h¯c/a) exp (−1/2µ)
and thereby B ∼ exp (−1/µ). In fact, the same µ depen-
dence is obtained from Helfrich’s method if the logarithm
in Eq. (11) is neglected. Hence, this collision picture
misses entirely the origin of the quantum-entropic repul-
sions in the string gas! The reason becomes clear by
inspecting the origin of the logarithmic term in the in-
tegrations leading to Eq. (11). Cutting off the smallest
allowed momenta in the x, τ directions by qmin one finds
that ln[(η2Σcd)/(a
2B)]→ − ln[(a2B)/(η2Σcd)+a2q2min],
and this is unimportant for any finite qmin in the low
density limit. Therefore, the logarithm and thereby the
induced modulus are driven by the long wavelength fluc-
tuations on the strings, and these are not considered in
the collision point picture.
In summary, I have analyzed the fluctuation induced
interactions in the ‘ideal’ gas of elastic quantum strings
in 2+1D. A novelty is that in this system the induced
elasticity is due to long wavelength fluctuations, quali-
tatively different from the short distance physics of the
Bose gas. It remains to be seen if these interactions are
of relevance in real physical systems. On the one hand,
these are rather weak and easily overwhelmed by direct
interactions [15]. However, direct string-string interac-
tions which decay exponentially are generic and in this
case the induced interactions can dominate at sufficiently
low density because of their stretched exponential depen-
dence on density: in principle the induced interactions
can be physical observables. The immediate relevance of
my findings lies elsewhere. The strings considered here
are idealizations of the stripes but these idealizations are
nevertheless close to a popular way of viewing these mat-
ters. I have demonstrated that in the absence of zero
temperature stripe long range order [16] it has to be that
these ideal stripes are broken up in one or the other way.
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